This Tournament Goes to Eleven 2007
Water, water, everywhere, so let's all have a drink (theme packet)
Written by: Dan Blake
All tossups and bonuses will be about things that in some way pertain to water.
Tossups
1. Every year, the Ku-omboka ceremony of the Lozi people involves thousands of people moving to higher
ground in anticipation of its flooding. That flooding has been curtailed in recent years by man-made
structures such as the Cahora Bassa dam and the Itezhi-Tezhi dam- the latter located on its major tributary,
the Kafue. Its other major tributaries include the Cuando- which meets it in the Caprivi swamps, and the Shirewhich drains Lake Malawi. The site of the Kariba Dam and Victoria Falls before emptying into the Indian Ocean in
central Mozambique, for ten points, identify this longest river of southern Africa.
ANSWER: Zambezi River (or) Zambesi River
2. They appear in significant numbers in chloroform and ammonia, while liquids exhibiting them are
collectively referred to as associated liquids. They come about when a highly-electronegative element, most
commonly flourine, nitrogen, or oxygen, induces a positive charge density and causes a certain atom to attract a pair
of electrons from an acceptor heteroatom. Their number typically increases as temperature goes down, though they
are still responsible for the unusually high boiling point of water. For ten points, identify these bonds, weaker than
ionic or covalent bonds, that take their name from an element of water.
ANSWER: Hydrogen Bonding
3. It was preceded by the May 3rd Japanese invasion of Tulagi as well as unsuccessful air raids from
Cooktown and Mareeba , with the first major casualties of the battle itself being the oiler Neosho and its
escort the Sims. The only major Japanese ship sunk in the fight was the light carrier Shoho, while Admiral
Frank 1. Fletcher's Allied fleet was severely diminished with the sinking of the USS Lexington. Taking place in May
of 1942, one month prior to Midway, it was also the first naval battle in which opposing fleets failed to directly
engage each other. Port Moresby remained in Allied control following, FTP, what World War II naval battle that
took place between the Solomon Islands and Australia.
ANSWER: Battle of the Coral Sea
4. Its creator once commented upon it by saying "There isn't any symbolism ... All the symbolism that people
say is shit". Posthumous publications revealed that the work was predated by a similar tale involving one
David Hudson, included as the fourth act of the novel Islallds ill the Stream, while the five-day ordeals of both
stories are thought to be based upon the experiences of the author's friend Gregorio Fuentes. The title character
dreams about lions on the beach and discusses baseball with his apprentice Manolin in, for ten points, what novel
about Santiago's quest for a pesky giant marlin, the final masterpiece of Ernest Hemingway.
ANSWER The Old Mall alld the Sea
5. It was Clay Aiken's first single released after his appearance on Americall Idol. The songwriter drew many
of its lyrics from a poem by Swam Silvertones, and later expressed regret that he did not agree to sing it,
claiming that a performance of it in Madison Square Garden was "biblical". Its album also includes "So Long,
Frank Lloyd Wright" and singles such as "EI Condor Pasa"- the only track written by the group's other
member. The song's line "sail on, silver girl" was meant as an inside joke with the writer's girlfriend, who was
growing gray hairs, but was thought by many to symbolize a heroin needle. For ten points, identify this title track off
the final studio album by Simon and Garfunkel?
ANSWER: Bridge Over Troubled Water
6. Its oldest known representatives include Pectocal'is and probably Calladaspis- the second most numerous
species in Canada's Burgess Shale. This subphylum now includes parasites such tongue worms, while lesserknown non-parasitic varieties include ostracods and copepods. Their appendages are characteristically
biramous, the ancestral condition for their entire phylum. Most also possess a so-called telson, which resembles a
tail fin, and a cephalothorax that is fused into a carapace shell. Woodlice are the only major terrestrial

representatives of, for ten points, what primarily aquatic group of Arthropods that includes barnacles, shrimp, and
lobsters.
ANSWER: Crustacea (or) Crustaceans (prompt on "Arthropods" before subphylum)
7. It was the subject of the acclaimed documentary Le Moutoll Noir. Among those who led the opposition to it
were Frank McKenna and Clyde Wells, both of whom voted to reject the five demands originally introduced
by Premier Robert Bourassa. It was named for a feature in the Gatineau Hills, where the Willson House was the
site of its negotiation. Doomed to failure by overtly-preferential clauses such as the granting of a Constitutional
veto, it is most famous for its recognition of a "distinct society". The tremendous unpopularity of Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney was largely attributed to, for ten points, what failed 1987 Canadian agreement granting increased
autonomy to Quebec.
ANSWER: Meech Lake Accords
8. Robert Gray defaced a copy of this work in January 2003 by supergluing a picture of the destroyed World
Trade Center to its background. Its original copy was destroyed by a British air raid on Bremen during
World War II, less than a decade after it inspired an anagrammatic sonnet by David Sculman. Almost
certainly inaccurate are its inclusion of an African slave and a frontier rifleman, as well as the horses of the
background, while James Monroe hoists a clear anarchronism in the thirteen star flag . The New Jersey state quarter
features, for ten points, what Emanuel Leutze painting depicting a Christmas, 1776 event from the American
Revolution.
.
ANSWER: Washillgtoll Crossillg the Delaware

9. Its use dates back to the Spanish Inquisition, where it was known as toea, while a Washillgtoll Post
photograph led to the court martial of an American soldier who performed it during the Vietnam War. CIA
officers who have undergone this as part of their training last an average of 14 seconds. The mouth and nose
are often covered with cloth, after which the victim's head is inclined downward to open the trachea. For ten points,
the approval of Michael Mukasey as Attorney General largely hinged upon his opinions of what interrogation
technique that simulates drowning?
ANSWER: waterboarding
10. This work includes a discussion of the word lagniappe and, after opening with a description of the title
. location's discovery in 1541, its first half consists largely of the anecdotes and opinions of the author. The
second half considers the downfall of the location's glory after the Civil War and the advent of railroads. As a
cub pilot, the author learned to "read the river" and became knowledgeable of its subtleties. Published in 1883 and
reportedly the first book composed on a typewriter, for ten points, identify this non-fiction work describing the
steamboat captain days of its author, Mark Twain.
ANSWER: Life Oil the Mississippi
11 . In one of his songs he asserts that he's" only joking" after claiming that God desires things such as "war",
"famine", and "sex". Although a collaboration with Ron Geesin, his first solo work is often cited to be the
1970 soundtrack Music from "the Body". For his later solo work, he often enlisted the Bleeding Hearts
Band for back-up, producing the hit "What God Wants, Part 1" on his 1992 effort Amused to Death. Joining with
Richard Wright, Nick Mason, and David Gilmour to craft classic tunes such as "Shine on You Crazy Diamond"
and "Comfortably Numb", for ten points, identify this bassist and longtime frontman for Pink Floyd.
ANSWER: (George) Roger Waters
12. Draining northward, the southern ends are surrounded by steep gorges and waterfalls such as
Toughannock (TUG-an-ock) Falls and Fillmore Glen. The region surrounding them is the second-largest
wine producing region in the United States after Napa Valley. Smaller ones include Hemlock, Canadice, and
Otisco. Sites in the region surrounding them include the Women' s Rights National Historic Park and Watkins Glen.

Typically numbered at eleven, for ten points, Lakes Cayuga and Seneca are the longest of what glacially formed
lakes in central and western New York?
ANSWER: Finger Lakes
13. Despite warnings from a sailor who "had sailed the Spanish Main," the main character is confident that
he can "weather the roughest gale / that ever wind did blow." A gunshot and bells are heard in the distance, and a
light is seen by the female character just before she views her father's dead body. Confined to her position during
the blizzard, she "thought of Christ, who stilled the wave / on the Sea of Galilee." For ten points, a fisherman finds
the captain's daughter's body tied to the mast ofa crash site near the reef of Norman's Woe in what 1841 poem by
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow?
ANSWER: The Wreck o{the Hesperus
14. In Part II, Andrew is killed in World War I and Mrs. McNab helps to clean the house. Prue also marries
and dies during childbirth in part II. A trip planned in Part I is eventually taken in Part III, and similarly a
painting is finished after ten years. Other characters include Minta Doyle, who lost her grandmother'S brooch,
and Charles Tansley who tells the painter Lily Briscoe that women can rieither write nor paint. For ten points, "The
Window" and "Time Passes" are the first two sections of what 1927 novel featuring the Ramsay, set on tile Isle of
Skye and written by Virginia Woolf?
ANSWER: To The Lighthouse
15. The Platinum N-Gen is the first opaque model of the most common product released by this subsidiary of
Thermo Fischer Scientific. The caps are made of polypropylene, which provides better leak prevention but is
more likely to crack than the high density polyethylene which is a main component of the remainder of the
product. Though hydration packs, storage containers, and travel accessories are all offered by this company, its most
popular product's durability is what makes it famous. Recently, they have come under fire for their product's
potential leaking ofBisphenol A, an endocrine disruptor. For ten points, name this Rochester, NY company known
for its seemingly indestructible water bottles.
ANSWER: Nalgene
16. One wielding a sword and shield appears on the coat of arms of Warsaw, and a syndrome named after
these creatures is also known as sirenomelia. In Japanese legend, eating one's flesh can earn the eater
immortality. Columbus wrote that he saw one on his journeys to the new world and thought they would be more
beautiful, though he most likely saw a manatee. John William Waterhouse painted a famous one of, for ten points,
what type of mythical being whose language is spoken by Albus Dumbledore and who appear in a famous tale by
Hans Christian Andersen?
ANSWER: mermaid
17. Robert Angus Smith made the first discovery of it in 1852 in Manchester, England. Concern over it grew
after a report from the Hubbard Brook Ecosystem Study in New Hampshire in 1968,. and though wildfires
and volcanoes release large amounts of its leading components, industry produces 7 times the amount of sulfur
dioxide as well as dangerous nitrogen oxides. Coal-burning industrial areas in developing countries in Eastern
Europe are heavily hit by this phenomenon, as are mountainous regions, simply because of their higher rate of
precipitation. For ten points, what environmental concern has been known to achieve pH levels lower than 2.4, that
of vinegar?
ANSWER: Acid Rain
18. Sports drinks are used to reduce the risk of this condition in endurance athletes, who are somewhat
ironically at risk as well as those suffering from diarrhea or vomiting. Hyponatremia is often a cause for this,
where sodium becomes overdiluted in the bloodstream, while it also involves critically low electrolyte balance.
Treated with saline or diuretics is, for ten points, what condition that caused the deaths of Andy Worhol and Jennifer
Strange, who in January 2007 died after "holding her wee for a Wii" in a California radio contest?
ANSWER: Water Intoxication or Hvperhydration or Water Poisoning
19. In 1943, a sabotage at Norway's Vemork plant halted the Nazis' production of this substance, which is
typically produced via the Girdler sulfide process. It occurs naturally in about lout of 3200 molecules and,
though it is toxic, humans would need to drink large quantities of it for several days to die from poisoning. Most

famous for its use as a neutron moderator in nuclear reactors is, for ten points, what liquid molecule with a high
level of deuterium.
ANSWER: Heavv water
20. He was born with the last name Bottom, and claimed to have lost his virginity at the age of four. His sister
was part of his band, Aleka's Attic, and their cover of "Too Many Colors" showed up in the movie My Own
Private Idaho in which he appeared. Having been raised ill the Children of God cult, he was nominated for an Oscar
for Best Supporting Actor in Running on Empty, while his other films included Little Nikita, Sneakers, and Indiana
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the elder brother of Joaquin.
ANSWER: River Phoenix
21 . According to Dante's Iltjemo, it i~ the destination for the wrathful and sullen as they enter the 5'" circle of
hell. Several actual ones exist, including eight in the United States. Nine years of voicelessness faced any god who
failed to follow through on an oath made on it. Guarded by Phlegyas in some versions of the Greek myth and by
Charon in others, for ten points, Achilles was dipped by his heel into what mythical river separating the Earth from
the underworld?
ANSWER: River Stvx
22. Though its effects were far milder than anticipated, there were concerns that it would cause up to 5 inches
of rain in New Orleans as well as storm surges in Houston and Galveston. During evacuation, many people
died as a result of overheating while packed in their cars. Eventu~lly making landfall at the Texas-Louisiana
border, it had dropped to category 3 by that time with 115 mph winds. For ten points, the fourth-most intense
hurricane in Atlantic history was what 2005 storm that made landfall on September 24, just weeks after hurricane
Katrina?
ANSWER: Hurricane Rita

Bonuses:
1. Identify the following about victims of drowning in literature, for ten points each.
(10) After the titular man she wanted went crazy and killed her dad, this Shakespearean character went pretty crazy
herself and drowned after falling into a stream while collecting wildflowers.
ANSWER: Ophelia
(10) Edna Pontellier gives up being a perfect wife and mother in early 20 th -century New Orleans, and swims too far
out to sea in this novel by Kate Chopin.
ANSWER: The Awakellillg
(10) Jesse's best friend in Katherine Paterson's Bridge to Terabithia, this young girl drowns after the rope swing to
the titular make-believe kingdom breaks.
ANSWER: Leslie Burke
2. Keeping with the theme, identify these victims of drowning in history, for ten points each.
(10) He was stabbed by a prostitute, supposedly poisoned, shot four times, and clubbed tounconsciousness, but
this Russian mystic who purportedly assisted the fall of the Romanov dynasty was eventually killed by drowning.
ANSWER: Grigori Yefimovich Rasputin
(10) This Bavarian king was known for having Neuschwanstein built and being insane; he mysteriously drowned
while on a walk around Lake Starnburg after having been deposed.
ANSWER: Ludwig II (or) Ludwig the Mad
(10) This Chinese poet of the eighth century was said to drown in the Yangtze River while attempting to embrace
the reflection of the moon, though others believe he died of alcohol poisoning.
ANSWER: Li Bai (or) Li Bo (or) Li Po
3. Identify these problems with drinking bad water, for ten points each.
(10) These bacteria are found in the lower intestine, but can be fatal if they escape into the abdomen. Evidence of
them in drinking water is a sign of fecal contamination.
ANSWER: ~scherichia Coli
(10) Consuming this fecally-transmitted protozoan parasite can result in a disease known as "beaver fever", for the
probability of contracting it when swimming in lakes formed by beaver dams. It most often results in severe
dialThea, sometimes including fat and mucus, and stomach cramps.
ANSWER: Giardia lamblia (accept Giardiasis)
(10) This disease is caused by a gram-negative bacteria of the genus Vibrio, and appears in the title of a famous
1985 novel featuring Florentino Ariza.
ANSWER: Asiatic cholera (or) epidemic cholera
4. Identify these nautically-themed sequels from popular literature for ten points each.
(10) In this 1991 sequel to Hatchet, Gary Paulsen puts Brian Robeson back in the Canadian wilderness, this time
with a government psychologist.
ANWER: The River
(10) In this book from the Chronicles ofNarnia series, the titular vessel and its captain Capsian traverse the sea
looking for the Seven Lords ofNarnia.
ANSWER: The Voyage o(the Dawll Treader
(10) Fourth in the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Universe series, Arthur Dent returns to an Earth created by Doiphins for
their Save the Humans campaign.
ANSWER: So LOllg alld Thallks (or All tlte Fislt
5. Answer these questions about tides, 5-10-15.
(5) These kinds of tides, opposites to spring tides, occur at the quarter and three-quarters moon when the sun's and
moon's gravities pull in opposite directions, creating the smallest difference from one high or low tide to the next.
ANSWER: Neap tide
(10) This Canadian bay boasts the world's largest regular recorded tidal range, with a difference of 53 feet in
elevation between high and low tide.
ANSWER: Bay of Fundy
(15) This phenomenon occurs when an incoining tide sends waves up a river or nalTOW bay, against the CUlTent.
ANSWER: Tidal bore (or) eagre

6. Identify these water-themed films for ten points each.
(10) This 1995 movie cost $175 million to make. Also, the Universal Earth logo at the beginning of the movie
floods . For shame, Kevin Costner.
ANSWER: Waterworld
(10) In this 1996 comedy, Kelsey Grammer is Lt. Commander Thomas Dodge, trying to regain command of his
submarine through unorthodox means. Rob Schneider and Lauren Holly also appear.
ANSWER: Periscope Down
(10) UJlu~rwatef aliens cause tensions in the cold w"ar in this 1989 Jan1es Cameron film starring Ed Harris.
Underwater drilling platform workers and Navy SEALs are brought in to investigate.
ANSWER: The Abvss
7. Correctly identify these unusually named bodies of water for ten points each.
(10) The world's largest lake, it extends from Russia to Iran and is over 1,000 feet deep.
ANSWER: Caspian Sea
(10) This Northwest Territories lake, whose shores are home to Yellowknife, is actually named for a tribe of local
natives.
ANSWER: Great Slave Lake
(10) Long the subject of middle and elementary school giggles, the origin of this name's lake is unknown. Some
suggest that it is derived from "rock puma" in the language of the local Aymara people.
ANSWER: Lake Titicaca

8. Answer these questions about water polo, for the stated number of points.
(10) Including the goalkeeper, this isthe number of players in the pool for one team at any time.
ANSWER: 1
(5/5) In the 1956 Olympics, a politically charged final round water polo match between these two nations became
known as the "blood in the water" match and may be the most famous game in history. Name those two nations for
5 points each, one of which invaded the other to depose the regime ofIrnre Nagy.
ANSWER: !lnion of §.oviet §.ocialist Republics (or Soviet Union) and Hungary
(10) Men's water polo was added to the Olympics in 1900 and has been largely dominated by the Hungarians, who
have collected.a total of seven gold medals. However, women's water polo wasn't added as an official Olympic
sport until this year, when the hosting Australian squad edged past the Americans to claim the gold.
ANSWER: 2000 (Sydney Summer Olympics)
9. Pray to these water-related gods if you can name them, for ten points each.
(10) He was the subject of a major two-day festival beginning on July 23rd and was partially based upon Nethunsthe Etruscan god of wells.
ANSWER: Neptune (do not accept "Poseidon")
(10) This Aditya chief is the Vedic god of oceans and rain. He is often paired with his brother Mitra as the protector
ofrta, or cosmic order, and was the leader of the Devas before being .ousted by Indra.
ANSWER: Varuna
(10) The leader of the Vanir, his seaside home ofNoatun bothered his wife Skadi to the degree that she left him to
live at Thryrriheim.
ANSWER: Njord or Njordr or NjOr()r
10. Time for a question about water vapor- specifically, clouds. Name these types of clouds, for ten points each.
(10) These clouds, with a name meaning "layered", are low and uniform, much like a high fog. They are responsible
for most overcast skies, yet typically do not yield precipitation.
ANSWER: Stratus (accept altostratus)

c

(10) Similar to stratus clouds yet appearing above 20,000 feet are these extremely faint clouds. They are often
interspersed with dirt and dust, producing a halo effect around the sun.
ANSWER: Cirrostratus
(10) With a name meaning "heaped", these puffy clouds often resemble cotton balls and appear in large groups.
Their towering "nimbus" variety is associated with thunderstorm cells along front lines.
ANSWER: Cumulus
11 . Answer these questions about Watership Down, for ten points each.
(10) Who wrote Watership Down?
ANSWER: Richard Adams
(10) This primary protagonist of the work is the leader of the rabbits who leave Sandie ford warren. He eventually
becomes Chief Rabbit and adds the suffix "-rah" to his name.
ANSWER: Hazel-rah
(10) This little brother of Hazel has the lapine name Hrair-roo, meaning little thousandth. A seer, it is his vision of
the warren's destruction that prompts the exodus led by Hazel.
ANSWER: Fiver
12. For the stated number of points, identify these brands of the most useful product around, bottled water.
(10) For ten points, this carbonated water is packaged in green bottles or cans and comes from a spring in Vergeze,
France. It is said to have "50 million bubbles."
ANSWER: Perrier
(5/5) For five points each, these waters from Coca Cola and Pepsi, respectively, have recently come under fire once
it was realized that they're glorified (and purified) tap water.
ANSWER: Dasani and Aguafina
(10) Not all water put into this brand comes from the title source; it also comes from White Cedar Spring in Dallas
Plantation, Clear Spring in Hollis, Evergreen Spring in Freyburg, Spruce Spring in Pierce Pond Township, and .
Garden Spring in the namesake town. All do come, however, from the same New England state.
ANSWER: Poland Spring
13. Answer these questions about coral for ten points each.
(10) Most coral have a symbiotic relationship with zooxanthellae (ZOO-oo-zan-thel-eye), flagellated protists also
known as the golden-brown variety of this.
ANSWER: algae (accept dinoflagellate algae)
(10) Coral reefs are composed mostly of this 5-atom compound also found in snail and egg shells.
ANSWER: Calcium Carbonate
(10) Coral belong to this class of the phylum Cnidaria, which has a name meaning "flower animals" and also
includes sea anemones.
ANSWER: Class Anthozoa
14. Answer these questions about musical pieces named after or inspired by bodies of water, for ten points each.
(10) This 1867 waltz by Johann Strauss the Younger, his Opus 314, is a popular encore piece at a New Year's
Concert each year in Vienna.
ANSWER: On the Beautiful Blue Danube (or) The Blue Danube (or) An der schOnen blauen Donau
(10) The boatmen's song of this Russian river began as a barge-hauler's shanty. Its tune is used as the club song for
the Freemantle Australian football team, and a version by Glenn Miller reached #1 on the charts in 1941.
ANSWER: Volga River
.
(10) This Cantata by Xian Xinghai was composed during the second Sino-Japanese war and inspired many to take
up arms against the Japanese.
ANSWER: Yellow River Cantata

15. For ten points each, answer these questions about a historic discovery that involved 2000 year old water jars.
(10) In 1947, a shepherd named Mohammed Ahmed el-Hamed discovered these manuscripts in various jars near the
settlement of Qumran.
ANSWER: Dead Sea Scrolls

(10) Though some of the writing was in Aramaic or Koine Greek, the vast majority of the Scrolls were in one
variant or another of what language?
ANSWER: Classical Hebrew (or) Biblical Hebrew
(10) The Scrolls are believed to have been written by members of this esoteric Jewish sect, who forsook "The
Breakers of the Covenant" to live at isolated communes.
ANSWER: Essenes
16. Identify these forms of communication between ships, for ten points each.
(10) These lamps, named fer their inventor, '.vere used to send

~1orse

code and \¥ere not officially phased out of the

Royal Navy until 1997.
ANSWER: Aldis lamps
(10) Also known as optical telegraph, this form of signaling most commonly involves people holding flags to
symbolize individual letters.
ANSWER: Semaphore
(10) This region of San Francisco was named for a semaphore station that was constructed in 1849 to alert
townspeople about incoming ships. It is now the home of Coit Tower.
ANSWER: Telegraph Hill
17. For ten points each, name these companies that aren't very popular.
(10) Erik Prince and AI Clark founded this private security contractor in North Carolina in 1997; ten years later they
came under investigation for killing 17 civilians in Baghdad.
ANSWER: Blackwater USA or Blackwater Worldwide
(10) In 1993, Bill Clinton was accused by David Hale of trying to funnel money from this corporation to the
Clinton's "friends, the McDougal family, in the late '70s and 80s.
ANSWER: Whitewater Development Corporation
(10) This Luxembourgian clearing house, a division of Deutsche Borse (BOOR-suh); has been accused of serving as
an international money launderer, and in 2001 overstated their assets by $1.5 trillion.
ANSWER: Clearstream Banking S.A.
18. Answer these questions about the Battle of Waterloo for the stated number of points.
(5/5) The Battle of Waterloo, Napoleon's last battle, took place between the French Empire and the Seventh
Coalition in what nation and in what year, for five points each?
ANSWER: Belgium and 1815
(10) For ten points, identify the Prussian commander who, along with the Duke of Wellington, led the Seventh
Coalition to a victory over Napoleon.
ANSWER: Gebhard Leberecht von Blucher
(10) For a [mal ten, this small, elite force took part in Napoleon' s last surge at Waterloo. One of its Generals,
General Cambrone, is (perhaps erroneously) credited with saying that this group "dies, it doesn' t surrender."
"
ANSWER: The Imperial Guard (or) Garde imperiale
19. For ten points each, answer these questions on hydrogen fuel cells.
(10) This gas is the only waste product from a pure hydrogen fuel cell.
ANSWER: water vapor or water
(10) In a hydrogen fuel cell, electrons are forced to travel around this membrane that lies between the anode to the
cathode, as opposed to through it. It is most commonly composed ofNafion, and it is typically referred to by a three
letter acronym.
ANSWER: ~roton E.xchange Membrane (or) ~olymer E.lectrolyte Membrane
(10) This company has announced a 2008 production release for the FCX Clarity, a fuel-cell driven car.
ANSWER: Honda
20. Answer the following about a renowned mariner, for ten points each.
(10) Between 1405 and 1433 he was commissioned to lead seven naval voyages by Chinese Emperor Yongle,
eventually making his way to India, Arabia, and East Africa.
ANSWER: Zheng He (or) Ma Sanbao
(10) Zheng He's expeditions took place during this Chinese dynasty, which lasted from 1368 to 1644.
" ANSWER: Ming dynasty

(10) Zheng He was a member of this minority group, ethnic Chinese who practice Islam and are concentrated in the
northwestern provinces of Gansu and Ningxia.
ANSWER: Hui (or) Huizu
21. Given a chemical or physical property of liquid water, provide its numerical value to the nearest whole number,
for ten points each.
.
(10) Freezing point in Kelvin
ANSWER: 273
(10) pH balance
ANSWER: 1
(10) Specific heat in kilojoules per kilogram
ANSWER:~

